Connecting town center train stations to their outlying suburbs, SUBHUB is a micro-infrastructure scaled for a more walkable, industrious and active suburbia. After all, the city is more than its center alone.
Connects downtown to the ‘burbs

Connecting train stations to public sites such as schools, SUBHUB creates a network of transit and active public spaces throughout residential suburbia.
Consolidates to cover more ground

To big for suburbia, existing transit is downsized and multiplied to cover more ground. To pay the cost of the expanded system, SUBHUB combines transit with other public services and product delivery.
Builds small business beside transit stations

Reintroducing freight to passenger rail, SUBHUB facilitates small industry next to train stations. Combining freight with transit provides an affordable way for small scale businesses to ship goods.
Facilitates farms and business in the ‘burbs

In addition to making transit stops and public space at school sites in suburbia, SUBHUB provides a right-sized system for getting home grown vegetables and products to market.